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ABSTRACT
A system for investigating solar radio emission at
300 MHz is designed and implemented. Details of the technical
aspects of the system are dealt with. The assembled system is
then evaluated on both bases of experiment and theory.
Measurement of the quiet Sun's radio emission gives an
averaged flux denslty of 1.4x10-21 wm-2and the brighthes
temperature is 0.7x106 k.for a 1008 antenna radintion efficioncy
By assuming a theoretical flux density 1,69x10-21 Vim- 2Hz-1 the
antenna characteristics are deduced. Factors governing the
accuracy of the measurement, such as effects of environment
and convolution etc. are considered. Solar data are compared
with previous measurements at other frequencies, and are found
to be consistent with the theoretical value at 1 m wavelength.
The performance of our radiotelescope is compared with some
existent radiotelescopes of different philosophical designs.
In certain cases, it is superior to and comparable with some
of these existing designs.
Finally, the thesis ends with some suggestions for
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In the first part of this thesis the technical
aspects of a solar receiving system at 300 MHz are to
be dealt with. These principally include design and
implementation of the various stages comprising the
system. Practical considerations and preliminary
measurements pertaining to the resultant performance
of the system are also made. Before going into details
of the stages, we give at first a brief introductory




THE ROLE OF RADIO OBSERVATION IN SOLAR ASTRONOMY1.1
Much effort in astronomy is spent on the bun for
it provides the testing ground for our theories of stellar
structure and ultimately for a better understanding of the
nature of the Universe. The understanding of stars is
based on a series of assumptions about the generation of
energy and its transport through the star, the state of
matter and many others. The validity of these assumptions
may be checked on the basis of a detailed study of the
structure of the Sun. If those assumptions do not apply
to it, they will probably not apply to the majority of the
stars too. A wrong prediction of the structure of most of
the stars gives undoubtedly no significance to the
understanding of the Universe. Thus, a correct knowledge of
the Universe depends on a correct knowledge of the Sun.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that the usual theories
of stellar structure can adequately describe the Sun,
2so that astronomers can relax themselves and devote their
effort to the study of the Sun only. Disagreements between
theory and observations do exist and the se lead astronomers
to go the other way: the engagement in the study of other
stars fortified by their successes in largely predicting
the solar atmosphere but haunted by failures in certain
specific comparisons. In this situation, the study of the
Sun is by no means an end. Instead, the inconsistence
between thoory and observations shows the inadequacy of our
knowledge of stellar structure, and this in turn calls for
a continuation in solar research with much attention.
The study of solar atmosphere lies mainly on the
chromosphere and the corona which are sources of most of
solar radiations. The interaction of large-scale plasmas
at very high temperatures with strong magnetic fields gives
rise to emission at radio frequencies. Thus, another means
of astronomical observation based on radio techniques is
possible. Information on the solar atmosphere complementary
to that obtained using classical optic methods can then be
acquired. For example, ecliptical or interferometric
measurements of the change in intensity of the quiet Sun's
radio emission enable important parameters such as the
distributions of temperature and electron density in the
solar atmosphere to be deduced.I These measurements together
with measurement of polarization allow valuable data on the
3
strength of magnetic field in the photosphere and corona
of the quiet Sun as well as in local source of high
activity to be derived . 2 , 3 From results of both optical
and radio observationsa clearer and a more complete
picture of the Sun can be obtained . This , in addition to
bringing invaluable new dimensions and new insight to the
phenomena taking place , provides a basis of establishing
a more unified model of the solar atmospherefor better
correspondencebetween theory and observation .
Apart from playing an important role in astronomy the
Sun is also a source of control on the Earth ' s ionosphere
and magnetosphere. By studying the temporal and spatial
variationsof the Sun ' s radio emission, its effect on the
Earth ' s troposphereand ionospherecan be investigated.
Moreover , the influence of these variations provides a
basis of delineating information on the lower atmosphere of
the Earth and is valuable to weather prediction .
Geophysical phenomena such as magnetic storms , sudden
ionospheric disturbonces and polar blackouts are known to
be in good correlation with certain types of radio emission
from the Sun . They are also associatedwith the occurence
of chromosphericflares . The time lead of observationof
the former event relative of the latter allows a possible
timely forecasting of such phenomena . This prediction is
necessary for the intelligent utility and planning of radio
communicationsystems and space programs .
4THE STUDY OF SOLAR RADIO EMISSION AT METRIC WAVELENGTHS1,2
Radio waves of extraterrestrial origin were first
observed by Jansky4. Radio emission from the Sun was later
detected by Southworth5at 3-10 GHz, by Hey6 at 44-85 MHz,
by Reber7 at 160-480 MHz and by many others. Previous study
has shown that there are three main components of solar
radiation:
(1) A background thermal emission corresponding to the
level of the quiet Sun,
(2) A slowly-varying component,which is related to the total
area of sunspots visible on the Sun and is most prominent
at wavelengths of 3-50 cm, varies over periods of days,
weeks or months, and
(3) A rapidly-varying component,which originates in
localized active areas often follows the appearance of
a flare and has a life-time ranging from seconds to hours.
Within the frequency band of the 'radio window' the
Sun's emission at metric wavelengths has the most intensive,
variable and complex form. Based on the dynamic spectra of
this extremely non-uniform emission, a subdivision of 5
types can be made, namely:
(1) Noise storms, which comprise a series of short-lived
bursts of durations of the order of seconds and more
or less randomly superimpose on an enhanced emission
of hours and days,
(2) Type-II bursts, which last several minutes or tens of
minutes and are characterized by a slow frequency
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drift towards lower frequenciesat a rate up to about
1 MHz/ s ,
( 3 ) Type - III bursts , which are characterizedby a much
faster frequencydrift rate of 10 - 30 MHz / s and a
shorterlife - time of 0 . 3 - 15 secondsthan that of
Type - II bursts , and appear usually before the latter
by several minutes ,
( 4 ) Type - IV emission, which usually follows or accompanies
Type - II bursts , is characterizedby its broad bandwidth,
absence of sharp intensity changes with frequency or
time , and longer duration ranging from a few minutes
to many hours ,
( 5 ) Type - V emission, which is broad - band and short - lived
of 0 . 5 to 3 minutes and is usually precededby bursts
of Type - III and characterizedby no frequencydrift .
Noise storms are generated in regions of corona
above groups of sunsports in the existence of strong magnetic
field . Streams of charged particles moving away from the
chromosphericlayer during a flare at different velocities
give rise to bursts of various types . The classificationof
these bursts is significant in that the origin and mechanism
of each can be individuallystudied . Above all , the
conditions available for the generation of each and its
associationwith events in the Earth are not the same .
For example , the slow variation of the ionosphericE - layer
6is known to be closely connected with the level of the
slowly-varying component.8 Geomagnetic events which are
responsible for sudden ionospheric disturbances are known
to be correlated with emissions of type-II9 and type-IV 10,
while the latter is also related to polar blackouts.11
Thus, by careful studies and statistical analysis it is
possible to derive means for predicting these events.
OUTLINE OF THESISle3
It is the objective of this thesis to design and
build a solar receiving system for the University and to
obtain some first-hand results helpful to future studies.
This project, supported by the Electronics Research Fund
(0220/25) starts with the system design and instrumentation
contained in Part I of the thesis. The receiving system
is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with the design
of a directive antenna of 32 dipole elements. Preamplifier
and hybrid power combiners that add together outputs from
five tiers (25=32) of the elements are treated subsequently
in Chapters 4 and 5. Phase shifters used to track the
radio Sun are given in Chapter 6. The evaluation of the
system as well as discussions on the results of observation
are provided respectively in the next two chapters.
Finally, some suggestions for further works are mentioned
in the last chapter, which with the previous two chapters




A radiotelescope is a combination of antenna-receiver
system to measure radio emission from astronomical sources,
The antenna is usually superdirective. It can be a reflection
type antenna, a fixed plane array of a large number of dipoles,
or a radio interferometer. The receiver is basically similar
to that used in radio communications and is usually of the
receiver be low-noise and extremely sensitive are more severe
since the power received by the combination is very low,
usually of the order of 10-15-10-21Watt. There are several
types of radioastronomical receivers: total-power, switching
and correlation. A total-power receiver or a direct radiometer
is one to measure emission power from the source at all times,
in an absolute manner and is a basic one to the other types.
A description of these types and a comparison among them




L . P . Amp.R . F . RecorderReceiver
IntegratorAmplifier
comp
Fig . 2 . 1 Block Diagram of the ReceivingSystem
can be obtainedfrom Tiuri 12 , . The receiver used in our
system is the total - power receiver . As shown by Tiuri ,
this receiver has the highest sensitivity among all .
In the following section , a descriptionof the system will
be given in block diagram form .
TOTAL - POWER RECEIVER2 . 2
Figure 2 . 1 is the total - power receiverin biock
diagramform . It containsa R . F . amplifier, a receiver
and a dc - amplifyingsection with a low - pass filter and
an integrator. The receiver consists of a mixer , a local
oscillator, a 5 - stage IF amplifierand a full - wave detector.
This is illustratedin Fig . 2 . 2 . The specificationsof the
receiver are :
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The R&S receiver has three output channels for input
AM signals. One of these used throughout subsequent
measurements is shown in Fig. 2.2. This output serves to
drive high-impedance circuits of more than 4 kohm, and has
a bandwidth of 500 to 2000 Hz. The narrow bandwidth is kept
on purpose so that the modulated signal can be distinguished
clearly from unavoidable noise in the system. The voltage
Vcomp is used to compensate for the system noise voltage
level so that signal detection is more easier. Emission
picked up by the antenna then gives rise merely to an increase
in d. c. output level from the compensated zero level. This
increase is amplified by the d.c. amplifier consisting of
two operational amplifiers of voltage gain of 103 in total.
Due to the time-varying nature of the system noise this
output level is not, in general, a constant zero but more or
less apart from it. However, it does not alter the accuracy
of the measurement if an appropriate calibration is pre-made
before the measurement is conducted. The integrator is used
10
to smooth the output and help in increasing the sensitivity
of the system. A receiver IF bandwidth of 2 MHz is a bit
wide. However, too narrow a bandwidth will reduce the system
sensitivity significantly. This and the integrator effect
on system sensitivity will be discussed in later chapters.
The recorder is Bruel& Kjaer, type 2305. The specifications
of which are
16-18 kohmInput impedance
20 mV d. c.Maximum sensitivity
- 7%Accuracy
The antenna is a linear array of 32 dipoles whose
outputs are summed up by 32 hybrid power combiners in five
tiers. Phase shifters are inserted into the system to provide
progressive phase shift between each element to steer the
antenna beam to track the Sun. This scheme is shown in block-
diagram form in Fig. 2.3. Details of- R. F. preamplifier,
power combiner and phase shifter design and instrumentation
are to be treated subsequently in the chapters that follow.
The next chapter is devoted to the discussion of the main





















Fig. 2 . 2 TotalPowerR ceiver
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Fig 2 3a The Antenna Array
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A directive antenna suitable for solar measurements
is to be dealt with in this chapter. The goal of the
antenna design is to attain one or more beams narrow
enough to resolve the radio Sun. Practical considerations
of the performance of the antenna are discussed. Preliminary
measurements on field patterns of several arrangements of
dipole elements constructed show that they are consistent
with theory. These measurements are necessary because they
provide a basis on which the final characteristics of the
assembled antenna can be judged.
3.2 BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The far-zone power pattern of a N--element linear
array (Fig. 3.1) is, when normalized with respect to
its maximum response,
(3e1),P(6,0)= IAF(6)' f' (6,0)
N4where
sin 2




iP =Rd se +oC
d interelement spacing
aC= progressive phase snh l t between e.iemen 6b
fe(0.O) r radiation pattern or inaivlaual e-Lemen-6
1 for an isotropic element








F„g, 3.1 Tv-element Linear x j ay
The half-power beamwidth in 0= 90 can be obtained
by setting Eq.(3.1) to j at 8= ®1 and e- 82 respectively,
where 81 and ®2 are the half-power points of the main beam.
By assuming) 11 which holds for 81 82 80, where 80 is the






In addition to HPBW the directivity is also a










Substituting Eq.(3.1) into Eq.(3.3) and expressing tne
array factor as a finite series, i.e.
N-1N, 2
sin 2 21 (3.4)(N-p)cos p







(m,sin p d m2cos p d) cos paN2N P=1 p d
(3.5)






Thus, D(,) can be expressed in a computable form.
m2
The effect of mutual coupling between parallel half -
wave dipoles should be taken into account if the element
spacing is small . In this case , considerablecoupling
alters the input impedance and the phase distribution of
each element with a result that undesired antenna performance
may occur . The mutual impedance of infinitely thin broadside
half - wave dipolesis available14 . It is 4 . 3 + j 18 . 6 ohm
at d / A = 1 . 0 and0 . 7 + j 9 . 0 ohmat d / A = 2 . 0 .
Taking mutual coupling , antenna angular resolution ,
directivity , mechanical stability and rooftop geometry into
account, we choosed / A = 1 . 9 . N = 32 is used so that the
elements can be added in 5 tiers . The theoreticalfield
patternis shown in Fig . 3 . 2 . There are 3 main beams : one
at the directionof the zenith , having a half - power width of
0 . 83 ° ; the other two occur on both sides 32 ° away from the
zenith , with a width of 0 . 98 ° each . A plot of the maximum
directivityas a functionof d / A ( Fig . 3 . 3 ) showsthat a
maximumvalue of all cases is obtainedat d / A = 1 . 95 , for
d / A > = 1 . However, it can be seen that the differenceof the
directivityat d / A = 1 . 9 and the maximumat d / A = 1 . 95 is
less than 0 . 1 dB . Thus , the loss in directivitydue to




































at 0=9O°,=O°Fig. 3.3 Maximum Directivity vc.
3.3 AERIAL CONSTRUCTION AND PRACTICAL CONSlDEKATOM UN 5
3.3.1 Construction of Dipole Elements
Each half-wave dipole is a gamma-matched element
made of copper rod of radius 0.31 cm and has a shape
dipole length









Fig. 3.4 Gamma Match
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A single-conductor half-wave dipole antenna has a driving-point
impedance of approximately 73 ohm. To match this impedance
to a 50-ohm system the gamma match is used. It is basically
half a T-match adapted from the folded-dipole principle.
By varying the gamma rod length and the inductance-cancelling
capacitor C, an excellent match can be obtained. The element
is shown in Fig. 3.4 and the measurement of impedance in 3.5.
The result listed in Table 3.1 shows that the worst VSWR of
all is 1.07.
3.3,2 Environmental Effects
The effect of a dissipative earth on antenna input
impedance has been analysed by Olsen and Chang15. The input
resistance oscillates about a free space value which is a
function of antenna shape factorl6. This analysis may be
carried out if the earth's electrical parameters are measuredl7.
Instead, experiment resul.t given in Fig. 3.6 shows that, to
eliminate this effect, an antenna height >=1 A should be used.
By approximating the parameters of the concrete roof
=5x10 -4 arm-1 and r-- 2, we calculate the reflection
coefficient for several angle of incidence from grazing:
c
181.2
900, 750 and 600. The corresponding results are: 0,17e3
.21 e-j 181 010. Measured results give, for0 18e-j18192 0 and 0.21e-j181.1'
75.50 and 600 of incidence, a magnitude of 0.16 and 0.2 when
a phase angle of -1800 is assumed.
21





Fig . 3 . 5 Set - up for measuringAntenna Input Impeaance
Theoretical, horizontalA / 2 dipole ofOhms
zero thickness above a perfect ground
120
of infinite conductance
Measured, gamma - - matcheddipole over a
100






0 0 . 5 1 . 0 1 . 5 2 . 0 2 . 5 3 . 0 3 . 5 4 . 0 )
Fig . 3 . 6 Input Resistanceof a Horizontai, Gamma- matched.
A / 2 Dipole Over a ConcreteSurface
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Table3 . 1
Input Impedanceand VSWR of Each Dipol E
VSWRInputNo.No. Input VSWR
impedanceimpedance
1 . 0317 0 . 98+ j 0 . 020 . 99 + jO . 02 1 . 031
1 . 040 , 98+ j 0 . 031 . 07 180 . 96+ j 0 . 052
1 . 030 . 98 + jO . 023 1 . 03 190 . 98 + jO . 02
0 . 97 + jO . 051 . 03 1 . 06204 0 . 98 + jO . 02
0 . 98 + jO . 02 1 . 031 . 04 210 . 98+ j 0 . 035
0 . 98 + jO . 02 1 . 031 , 03 220 . 98 + jO . 026
1 . 040 . 98 + jO . 031 . 05 230 . 97 + jO . 047
0 . 97 + jO . 04 1 . 05241 . 030 . 98+ j 0 . 028
9 0 . 96+ j 0 . 05 1 . 07251 . 030 . 98+ j 0 . 029
26 0 . 97+ 0 . 05 1 . 051 . 0310 0 . 98+ j 0 . 02
1 . 050 . 97 + jO . 03271 . 030 . 98 + jO . 0211
0 . 98 + jO . 02 1 . 03281 . 030 . 98 + jo . 02
0 . 97+ jO . 04. 1 . 051 . 03 290 . 98 + jO . 02
0 . 98 + JO. 03 1 . 041 . 050 . 97 + jO . 04 30
0 . 98+ j 0 . 02 1 . 031 . 060 . 97+ j 0 . 0515 31
0 . 98 + jO . 02 1 . 031 . 050 . 97+ j 0 . 04 3216





3 . 4 PRELIMINARYMEASUREMENTS
Elementary antenna patterns are measured in order to
check the directional characteristics of the dipoles
constructed and to estimate the HPBW of the resultant
pattern of the array to be complete . For ease of reference,
an index table is shown ( Table 3 . 2 ) . The estimationis made
in Table 3 . 7 using method of pattern multiplicationrather
than the conventional direct method , because the requirement
of far - field distance limits the possibilityof the latter .
It should be pointed out that the overall estimation utilizes
4 elements only . As a consequence, the estimated result is
no more than a rough figure and the actual one should not be
consideredexactly as such , as will be seen in latter
measurementsu ing the radio Sun as a standard transmitter ,
Table3 . 2
An Index of Figures of Antenna Patterns
TheoreticalFiguresof E -d ElementNo . of
Patternfied PatternNo( s )Elements
A
Horz.HOrz. Vert .Vert .
PlanePlane PlanePlane
3 . 7 e - ii3 . 7 a - i 3 . 7 e - i10 3 . 7 a - ii1
3 . 7 b - ii16 3 . 7 b - i
26 3 . 7 c - ii3 . 7 c - i
3 . 7 d - ii3 . 7 d - i32
3 . 8 c10 , 26 3 . 8 a1 . 92
16 , 32 3 . 8 b
3 . 8 e3 . 8 d2 10 , 263 . 8
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(ii) (i) (a) (ii) (i) (b)
(ii) (i) (e)
(i) (ii)
(ii) (i) (c) (ii) (i) (d)





Fig. 3.8 2-element Patterns
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Table 3.3

























55.75 0.70 57.50 0.89
56.00 0.77 57.75 0.89
56.25 0.89 58.00 0.75
56.50 0.69 58.25 0.66
56.75 0.94 58.50 0.48
57.00 0.94 58.75 0.30
57.25 0.94 59.00 0.14
86.75 0.30 88.50 1.0
87.00 0.39 88.75 1.0
87.25 0.47 89.00 1.0
88.50 0.75 89.25 1.0
87.75 0.86 89.50 0.96
88.00 0.96 89.75 0.89
88.25 1.0 90.00 0.71
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Table 3.5





53 0.47 59 1.0
54 0.71 60 1.0
55 0.89 61 0.96
56 0.94 62 0.71
57 0.96 63 0.45
58 0.99 64 0.40
85 0.63 91 0.99
86 0.69 92 0.92
87 0.80 93 0.85
88 0.97 94 0.77
89 0.99 95 0.63

























4.0l.9 3.35.08 3.7 Table 3.3
x Table 3.5
2.01.72.32.3 Table 3.41.9
16 x N=8, d/A =1 .9
0.980.83 Halving the1.9 1.151.1532
above values
The ratio of the theoretical HPBW for I\T-?, :30.4 and that for
N 2,d =15.2' is, in each case of
29
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FABRICATION AND MECHANICAL VARIATIONS3.5
So far, the performance of the antenna is discussed
without taking into account due to such errors as fabrication
and mechanical variations. These errors may be harmful to
the antenna. Random fluctuations in amplitude excitation
and phase distribution are due to non-identical dipole
elements, feedlines of unequal length and inaccurate
interelement spacings. It is noted that these fluctuations
result in a background power level superimposed on the error-
free pattern. The magnitude of this level is proportional
to the sum of the mean-square errors in amplitude and in
phase; and the directional characteristics resemble those
of an individual dipole element.18 Thus, if these deviations
are large enough, the desired antenna pattern will be
completely swamped and rendered useless.
The directivity of a uniform linear array subject
to an error in either amplitude or phase is reduced by
a factor v given by 19
1 (3.6)V
1-¢- M
where M is the mean square value of the percentage variations
from the perturbed mean value. For pure amplitude errors
with a% wrong, high or low, M is the mean square of the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient of each element.
For pure phase errors, with p% wrong without taking account
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of the perturbed mean and. any linear phase variation,
the factor M is similarly defined. If these errors change
appreciably in the direction of the main beam, then the
beamwidth will be affected accordingly. For slowly-varying
errors and if symmetry exists such that changes in radiated
power will be the same in both wings of the main beam, the
increase in beamwidth will then be simply obtained by
LTT (3.7)
D
where .C1 is the effective solid angle into wnicn raaiation
at the axial intensity would be equal to the total radiation.
Thus, from Eq.(3.6),rL is increased by a factor v^ at the
1
resence of errors.
A knowledge of the errors in amplitude excitation
and phase variations permits effects of this kind to be
evaluated. The reflection coefficients of all dipole elements
can be obtained from Table 3.1 and the position errors can
be determined by rechecking the system built. They are
listed in Table 3.8. The effects are tolerable. This can
be seen either by Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7), or by a second check
of the resultant antenna field pattern due to errors. In
the first case, the reduction factor v is computed to be
0.998 for both kind of errors. In the second, the resultant
pattern is calculated and tabulated for certain ranges of
angles around the direction of the main beams.(Table 3.9)
32
From this table, the pattern in excanded scale is plotted
in Fig..3.9. In both cases, it is noted that the difference
between theory and practice is small and does not alter the
main beams of the antenna, both in shape and width. 't'hus,
position deviations up to 2.4% of the design value and
amplitude variations to 0,04% of the perturbed mean are
almost 'unseen' by the antenna. This is believed to be so,
since theoretical analysis 18 shows that an equally-excited




Position Errors of Array Antenna

















Standard Deviation: 0.02Perturbed Mean: 19905




Calculated E-field Pattern due to Amplitude and
Phase Errors at and around the Main Beam Directions












0.59740.58419 0, 5 00.05650.055888.00






















Fig. 3.9 A Plot of Table 3.9
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CHAPTER 4
PR EAMPL I FI ER
BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS4.1
1.1.1 General Remarks
With the advent of recent technology in control
of transistor dimensions to narrower basewidth and
smaller area, transistor application in microwave
frequencies has long been a possibility. However, the
design of high frequency amplifiers often meets the
problem of stability and is limited by parasitic effects.
Instability is due to internal feedback of the transistor,
caused either inherently or when improper terminations
are placed at the input and the output ports. Performance
characteristics of a transistor,such as power gain,input
impedance and output impedance etc. are generally expressed
as functions of terminations and transistor parameters so
that conditions for stable operation can be infered.
To describe a transistor two sets of parameters may be
used. The first one relates the physical device itself
37
but is applicable only for a certain limited range of
frequencies. The second one is free from any approximation
taken in the derivation of the first set of parameters and is
more commonly adopted. To facilitate the design, a chart
capable of giving power gains at various load terminations
is desired, this is the Linvill chart.
4.1.2 Basic Equations
The transducer gain of a linear active device is
defined as the ratio of the power the device delivers to
the load to the power the generator would deliver to the






Differentiating GT with respect to the real and imaginary
parts of YS and YL, and setting the four derivatives to zero,
we obtain a criterion for stability,
(4.2)
From this criterion, a critical parameter, called the Linvill





It can be seen that, from (4.3) inherent stability
implies C be less than 1.
4.1.3 Linvill Chart
Define E1 and E2 as shown in Fig. 4. 1 as
(4.4)E1= 1+ j0
Y21
(4.5)E = (L+ jM)
2 Re(y22)
It is easily shown that
y12y21
y12y21 M .ImRe(y11)- L.Re (4.6)P.
2 y22r2 y22r




At (L,M)= (1,0), we have









From (4.8) and (4.9) the critical factor as defined in (4.3)
can be written as
Poo Y12 (4.10)C= 2
pio Y21
The gradient Gr of the power plane as given by (4.b) is,





0 = arg (-Y12y21)
The expression given in (4.7) represents a paraboloid with
apex P00. A two-dimensional projection of this paraboloid
and the Pi plane defined by (4.6) are shovm in Fig-4.2. In
this figure x is a new variable along the gradient line,














Fig.k.2 A Two-dimensional Projection
If we define normalized power gain g as
(4.12)g=(P0/PI)/(Poo/Pio)
then since
(4.13)Pi= Pio (1+ Cx)
we get from (4.6)- (4.9) and (4.12)- l4.13),
1- g+ (Cg/2)2 = (4.14)(x+Cg/2)2 + y2
It can be observed that g is a constant gain circle with a
1
centre at x=-Cg/2 and radius= [1-g+(Cg/2)2] . Any point
specified by
2 Re(y22)
G2+ j B2 (4.l5)L+ Y22
L+ jM
on the portion of the L-M plane contained within the P 0= 0
circle gives a gain. Differentiating Eq.. (L .14) maximum gain.
C
, where







A high gain preamplifier to be incorporated into the







(3 dB at R3=60 ohms)
A bandwidth of 7 MHz is selected so that tuning can
be made for the best system performance with little interference.







From (4.8)-(4-11) we find subsequently,L 00/Pi0,C, Gr and,






From equation (4.14) constant gain circles can be constructed,
the status of which are shown in Table 4.1.


















The gain circles are plotted in Fig 4.3. It is seen that
maximum gain can be obtained at
0.21 mmhoGL,= G2- g22r= 4g22r- g22r
BL.= B2- b22r= -1.5g22r- b22r= -2.6: mmhos
i.e. the load admittance should be



















For a bandwidth of 7 MHz the loaded Q factor of







With a Smith Chart (Fig.) a 50-ohm load can be transformed
through a LC-circuit to produce the required YL. The right
values of L and C are given in Fig. 4 .5.
1 .7 pF
. 12' 8- 50 n
YL=.21-j2.6m
Fig. 4.5







a shunt capacitor C4 must be inserted,













C=(2TT *3*108*310)-1 =1 .7pF




Fig. 4.6 Output Circuit
The shunted inductance then becomes
The output circuit finally turns out to be tnat snown in
Fig. 4.6.
2Input Circuit
The input admittance of the transistor is
= 36.43+ j28.06 mmho
In order to obtain a minimum noise figure of 3 dB as specified,
the source resistance should be 60 ohm. To match this to




1+R"/(R I -RII) 1+(w 0 R"C" )2
(4.18)and (1+(w R"C")-2)
0
where the single-primed and double-primed variables are
1 TI
shown in the following figure. R= 60 ohms and R= 50 ohms.
1 1!













Cin= Im(Yin)/wo= 14.9 pF
git= gs+ gin= 16.7+ 36.43= 53.13 mmhosand
If we select the shunted capacitor C2 at the input side to
be 10 pF, then Cit= 28.9 pF and Q= 1.03. The input




The final circuit is shown in Fig. 4.8. The measured
gain of the amplifier is 20.5 dB, the half-power bandwidth
is 7.5 MHz and the noise figure is 3.1 dB. Fig. 4.9 is

















are all 1500 pF.in kohmresistors
in microhenry.inductors










Fig. 4.9 Frequency Response
-  A - 9  -
CHAPTER 5
HYBRID THREE-PORT POWER COMBINERS
5 1 GENERAL remarks
’ I„ this Chapter, a hybrid power coshiner is designe
for ■ the addition of peer pished dp by the dipoie eie.ent^
i- w  such adders are implemented in or eof the antenna. 32 suen aa
. »  outputs ot 3d dipoie elements in ti.e tiers V  .
Th. hybrid structure is basically , simple T lunction
' a mirs of transmission lines of differen followed by cascaded pairs o
characteristic impedances, with each pair of lxnes m  er 
connected b, a resistive component. The design lies mainly 
on elementary transmission line theory and its ultima . 
goal is to produce excellent matches ot all ports and hi b 
isolation between the two sum-ports. Before presents de aa-s
ofthe design, »  —  -  —  “
of a simple coaxial T junction as an adder of two in-phaec
signals received h, two dipole antennas respectively.
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5.1.1 Simple T Junction
A coaxial T junction is a symmetrical 3-port network
shown in Fig. 5.1.
50 ohm arm 1
E1 3
=1+ j0




Fig, 5.1 A Simple T Joint as an Adder
It is not used as an adder of two in-phase signals
because:
(1) Each port of the junction is not matched to a
50-ohm system, for the input VSWR of each port
is equal to 2 which corresponds to a power
reflection of 1/9,
(2) Half of the power entering arm 1 goes out of
arm 2 and vice versa. This gives rise to
reradiation through the dipole elements, and
(3) The distributions of phase and amplitude
excitation of the elements are changed, with
a result that undesired antenna performance
may occur.
To match all and decouple the sum-ports a modification
of the simple T junction is necessary. The resultant is a
hybrid power combiner.
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Fig. 5.2 A N-section Hybrid Network
A single-section hybrid power combiner is commonly
used for its simple structure. It contains a pair of
transmission lines interconnected by a resistor. However,
its performance deteriorates as bandwidth goes up. For
example, for a bandwidth of 2:1, the isolation between the
input ports is only 14.7 dB and the VSWR of the output port
reaches 1.4.2. 21 Improvements on isolation and VSWR as well
as on bandwidth can be made by increasing N, the number of
sections. A N-section circuit is shown in Fig. 5.2. Its
analysis and synthesis are to be given in section 5.2.
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS5.2
Assume that a signal of unit amplitude is applied at
arm 1 and arms 2 ana 3 are each terminated in a matched load.






zo =z N ZLo=0z
z o=z Le0 2
4 4444
(b) odd mode(a) even mode




GLo=ooGLe =1/2 y 2G22G1Yo cLe =1/2y0
Y ino odd modeeven mode
Fig. 5,4 Representation for N=2
symmetrical basis by breaking it into two 2-port networks
of even and odd mode as shown in F.g. 5.3. Thus, the N-




(5.lb)l p3 l=lpel; t13=t23; t31=t32
(5.1 c)t13
(5.l d)t12= 1/2(pe-po)= t21
(5.le)lt3ll= [1-lp1l 2 - lt12l 2]1/2
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where ri= reflection coefficient at port i, i=1,2,3
ti7= transmission coefficient between ports i and j,
j=1,2,3, 1=J,
and subscripts o and e are for odd and even modes respectively.
Optimum synthesis takes into account two factors: one
in obtaining solutions of Zl,Z2,...,ZN to give optimum stepped
transformer response of Fig. 5.3a, which corresponds to an
equal ripple characteristics ofl PI9 the other in solving
for Rl,R2,...,RN such that o is optimized. Then, from Eq.
(5.1) all the parameters necessary to describe the hybrid
I
network are optimized. Optimum values of Z s at a given
band are available from compiled tables by Young.23
The resistances can be solved by obtaining an expression
for fo and setting it to zero.
For simplicity of design and construction, a 2-section
hybrid power combiner which has sufficient bandwidth for
our application is chosen. A figure for N=2 similar to
Fig. 5.3 is shown in Fig. 5.4, except that transmission lines
and resistors are now expressed respectively in admittance
and conductance, instead of impedance and resistance.
The corresponding conversions are:
Yl= 1/Z1, Y2= 1/z2, YD= 1hZ0= 1
(5.2)
R1 1/G1, R2= 1/G2 9 GLe= 1/(2Z0) 9 GLo- 1/z Lo
where GLe, G Lo and ZLo are shown in rig. 5.3 and Fig, 5* 4.
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The input admittance of the odd mode circuit, Yino
is given by
(5.3)
Thus, by setting f o=( 1 `yino)/( l +Yino to Zero, a solution
for R1 and R2 is obtained. The results are
(5.4)
(5.5)
in which 1S ol is the electrical length of one section correspond-
in to= 0. The behavior of J of is sho n in F'ig. 5.5,
I P_Ican be represented by a Chebyshev polynomial of second
degree, '1,(y)= 2yc--1 where y
thus
(5.6)
Then, once band frequencies f1 and f2, and :1 ana 62 are
determined, we can readily calculate o from Eq.(5.6) and






F Behavior of I o)1
IN STRUiE`lTATI ON AND PE1 1eU1 N «!A UJi
5,3
For a bandwidth of 30 MHz around a center frequency
of 300 MHz, f'2/f1 is 1.105:1. Z1 and Z2 are obtained from
Young with an output-to-input impedance ratio of 2 to 1
The electrical length for zero odd-mode reflection coefficient








Implemented values of Zi and Z` are respectively
1.12-jO.016 and 1.65-jO.02. They are readily obtained
from available coaxial cables of characteristic impedance
1 (50 ohm) and 1.5 (75 ohm) respectively. The original
50 ohm coaxial cable consists of 7 braided wires. If
55
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one wire is mechanically removed, the resulting characteristic
impedance is 1.12-jO.016. A similar trial on a 75 ohm coax
gives 1 .65- j0.02.
Measured results show that the maximum VSWIR of the
three ports is 1.1 and the minimum isolation between the
two input ports over the designed band is 20 dB. The VSWR s
are shown plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 5.6.
The performance of this is guaranteed by those of five
other combiners similarly designed. Their VSWR's at the
center frequency are given in Table 5.1. An average gives
VSWR1= 1.06, VSWR2= 1.07 and VSVWR3= 1.10.
Theoretical maximum VSWR of port 3 corresponds to
that of the 2-section quarter wave transformer in the
pass band. It is obtainable from Young s table and is 1.00.
The maximum coefficient of reflection for the odd mode
excitation,om is determined by substituting Eq.(5.3)
with cot 1= cot= 0. The maximum VSWR of ports 1 and 2
is then obtained from Eq.(5.la) and the minimum isolation
from (5.ld). The theoretical results are that maximum
VSWR is 1.001 and minimum isolation 70 dB. The deviation
of the measured values from these theoretical quantities
is due to inexact values of Z's and R's used in the
implementation. Discontinuity effects in cascading the two
sections are also responsible for this deviation. However,
for practical purposes, this is tolerable and does not impose






ports 1 & 2
1.0
MHz312308304300
Fig. 5.6 Measured VSWR s vs, f
Table 5.1
Measured VSWR' s of 6 Samples










BEAM STEERING AND PHASE SHIFTERS
6.l GENERAL REE4ARKS
A prototype of voltage-controlled R.F. phase shifter
has been designed and built, but not yet been incorporated
into the solar receiving system at its first stage of
operation. Phase shifters are required because they provide
progressive phase shift between the dipole elements so that
the mechanically-fixed antenna can track the radio Sun.
In this chapter, the subject of beam steering and design
details of the prototype phase shifter will be given.
6.2 BEAM STEERING




if we denote o=90-0. tthen becomes d cos o'+
It is noted that if a progressive phase shift of o= -P d cos e
between the elements is introduced into the antenna system,
the maximum response of the antenna pattern will occur at
6 , m where 9 m is given by
(6.2)m = cos d.m
The amount of off-zenith steering, A e= 190 ECM I is




rigs. 6.1a and 6.1b are schemes showing the steering of the
main beam at boresight, for both cases of positive and
negative s. Fig. 6.1c are some typical antenna field
patterns for several values of_ aC Note that as L 36°Noto that as >36
one more grating lobe is generated. The visible range of
the array factor is fwd=3.81 and each lobe repeats
itself periodically as shown in Fig. 6.1d. As a phase
shift is introduced, the visible range is shifted by o(.
then= 300, a portion of the extra lobe comes into the
































Fig. 6.1d Array Factor for= 0









Fig. 6.1e Array Factor for= 30
( not in scale)
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PHASE SHI FTER6.3
In this section, the analysis and synthesis of a
phase shifter prototype at radio frequencies are presented.
Design information is thereby derived as a function of
circuit parameters,
6.3.1 Analysis
The prototype is shown in Fig. 6.2. From elementary
transmission line theory it can be shown that phase shifts
between the input and output terminals of the prototype are
obtained, if variable capacitors are shunted at intervals
across the transmission line,
One Section of Phase Shifter
SS
YoCCb YsYY0 Ca as
Fig. 6.2 A Prototype of Phase Shifter
In the figure, Ys is the characteristic admittance
and s the electrical length of the transmission line
seperating the capacitors Ca and Cb. Let Yc be the
characteristic admittance of the prototype with phase shift oc
The short-circuited input admittance Ysc of a half-section
of the prototype is
(6.4)Ysc= -i Y c cot
2
From Fig. 6.2, the admittance Ysc can also be expresses as
(6.5)Yse= j(WCa- y s cot s)
Equating Eq.(6.4) and Eq.(6.5) an expression relating the
amount of phase shift oc and the controllable capacitance Ca











is plotted as a function of normalized reactance
Yc
This is shown in Fig. 6.3. It can be seen that a linear












_2_3 20 1 3
WC a1
vs. normalized reactanceFig. 6.3 Yc
The capacitor Cb inserted inbetween the two Ca s
in the prototype is used to transfer the impedance of the
section to that of the system in which the phase shifter is
to be operated. The circuit of the prototype is basically





Y BaBb BbBa sGen. Y o
Y
1Y GIY L
Ba jwCa, Bb= jwCb/2
Fig. 6.4 The Prototype in Symmetric Form
At the symmetric plane TT r2 the input admittance seen towards
the matched load is
wCb(yo+jwCa)+ jYstan s
(6.8)YnL= YS
2Y s+ j(Y0+jwCa)tan s





To match the prototype to the system, YTTL Y TT G, ana Y c 0 a






and Yw is the complex conjugate of Y = G+ j±3,.
Thus,
2
2B 1 (6.11)Im (Y 1)Cb
ww
By finding the imaginary part of Y,, the requirea capacitance







p= YswCatan2s + w2c2atan s + Y2tan s - Y2tan s- YswCa
a o s






WCb2= 2Ys cot s= 2WCa2








Over the linear region of Fig. 6.3,(wCai)2/Y2 is much less





6 . 3 . 2 Design Considerations
The desiredphase shift range is determinedby Eq . ( 6 . 7 ) .
Once this range is known , the variable part of the phase -
control capacitance, Ca 1 is determined. This variable
capacitance is derived from voltage - controlled varactors .
The fixed part of Ca , Ca 2 is determinedby the fixed capacitance
of the varactors . The matching capacitor , Cb is similarly
made up of two parts : Cbl and Cb 2 . The variablepart Cbl
is obtainedfrom Eq . ( 6 . 15 ) and the fixed one , Cb 2 from Eq . ( 6 . 13 ) .
The remaining parameters for design information are Ys , the
characteristic admittance of the transmission line section
seperatingCa and Cb , and s , the electricallength of the












Ys . I Y 2 w 2 C 2 ( 6 . 18)
0 a 22[
Yo[
tan- ns = wCa 2 ) 2 - 1
2 `
The variable X has the following significance that deserves
mentioning. Let C be the capacitance of a varactor whose
variable and fixed parts are respectively C1 and C2. The
number of varactors in shunt at position Ca is such that
the total capacitance change Cal satisfies the required
phase shift range in Eq.(6.7). Thus,if there are nl varactors,
(62O)Ca = n1(C1 + C2)
If we assume that the number of varactors at Cb is n2, then
(6.21)Cb = n2(C1+ C2)+ Co
where Co is a fixed capacitance. From Eqs.(6.20) and (6.21),
the ratio of the variable capacitance at Cb to that at Ca is
simply n2 to n1. Comparing this with Eq.(6.15) we readily




Also, from Eqs. (6.13) and (6.15) we know that
Cb= Cbl+ Cb2
(6.23)XCal+ 2Ca2= n1XC1 + 2n1C2




Hence, X is less than or equal to 2. if X=2, Co is equal
to zero but the number of varactors at position Cb is equal
to two times that at position Ca. If X=1, the numbers of
varactors used at Ca and at Cb are the same, but a fixed
amount of Co=Ca2 is required at Cb.
6.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE TEST
Table 6.1 gives the design information of one section
of the prototype. The transmission line with a characteristic
impedance of 82 ohms is a coax. It is built with an air-
filled aluminium tube of inner diameter of 1.6 cm. The
center conductor has a diameter of 0.4 cm. The varactor
diode used is 1N 4148 which has a capacitance range of
2.7 pF varying over a fixed value of 1.3 pF.
The contruction of the prototype is shown in Fig.6.5,
and its performance characteristics at 300 MHz in Fig. 6.6.
It is found that over a range of phase shift of 40° the
VSWR is less than 1.2 and the insertion loss is less than
2.5 dB. From Fig. 6.7 which shows the plots of phase shift
and VSWR at two other frequencies, it can be seen that over
a bandwidth of about 8 MHz the phase-shifting network
works satisfactorily. For more phase shift, a number of
prototype sections can be cascaded. Thus, by inserting
appropriate phase shifters into the system shown in Fig. 6.1,
the purpose of beam steering can be attained.
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Table 6.1


















1 .04 rad (6.19)s
(6.18)12 mmhoY
s





EO, u3 diodes 3 diodes 3 diodes
in shuntC in shuntin shunt
u. 165 0.165
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Fig. 6.6a Phase Shift and
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Fig. 6.7a Phase Shift vs. Control









0 10 2015 25 V5
Fig. 6.7b VSWR vs. Control
Voltage at Different Frequencies
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PART II
In the second part of the thesis, we will evaluate
the assembled system. The evaluation is made on a
theoretical basis at first and then on an experimental
one at last. Measurements of solar flux density at 1
meter wavelength are conducted, analysed and compared
with theory. From these measurements the antenna
characteristics are infered. A comparison of the infered
results with theory and with those predicted in a previous
chapter is made and their deviations are discussed
respectively. Finally, we give some suggestions on
further work and mention the field of possible applications





7. 1.1 Antenna Temperature
Antenna temperature is defined as the equivalent
temperature of a resistor whose thermal noise power is
numerically equal to that picked up by the antenna. The
antenna temperature due to emission from a radio source
at which the main beam of the antenna is pointing depends
on the effective area of the antenna and the flux density
of the source. In case atmospheric absorption is negligible,





T ao= Antenna temperature due to the Sun, oK
where
2
Aeff= Effective area of the antenna, m2
S= Flux density of the Sun, Wm-2Hz-1
0
k= Boltzmann' s constant, 1 .38x10-23 J/°K
In addition to being a source of useful signal to the
receiving system, the antenna is also a source of unwanted
noise due to: antenna losses, background emission from the
Galaxy, and man-made noise. These contribute to the noise
temperature of the antenna Tna and consequently to the
system's total noise power.
7.1.2 System Noise Figure and Noise Temperature
The noise figure of a receiving system comprising
of several stages in cascade is given by Friis' formula,
which,when referred to the terminal of the antenna,is
Fr- 1Fa - a
a (7.2)Fn= Fl+
Gl GaG1
in whi c h
F1 Noise figure of the antenna feedline
Fa= Noise figure of preamplifier
Fr= Noise figure of the receiver itself
G1= Gain of the transmission line( 1)
Ga= Gain of the preamplifier
Thus, the receiver's noise temperature is





As can be seen in (7.2) there are three sources of noise
in the system, among which the noise due to the receiver
itself is usually the major contributor. To keep Fn small,
it is necessary to have a low-noise receiver and preamplifier
with a high gain. The transmission line should also be
low-loss and short. The sum of noise temperatures of the
receiving system and the antenna is the noise temperature of
the whole system. It is
(7-4)Tsn= Tn a+ Tn
7.2 SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of a radiotelescope is a measure of
the minimum detectability of a source's radio emission.
It is governed by a number of factors: the antenna charact-
eristics, the sky at which the antenna is pointing, the
performance of the receiver, the time and the number of
observations. Sensitivity is usually expressed in terms of
a power level at the antenna terminal, that corresponds to
the effective output noise fluctuations of the receiver.
For a receiving system with a noise temperature Tsn, average
gain Gav, bandwidth B Hz and post-detection integration time
t seconds, the minimum detectable change in noise temperature
is, when the radiotelescope is operated in a total power mode,12




G= Effective value of receiver gain fluctuation
In (7.5) ( T min) is predominantly imposed by G, the gain
fluctuation of the system. This means that a slight gain
fluctuation causes a significant change in receiver output
level ususlly misinterpreted as a signal response, since the
receiver can not distinguish between the two. For the
detection of radio emission from the Sun, however, it will
be shown that for a gain fluctuation of 0.5% the minimum
detectable level is considerably below the level corresponding
to the quiet Sun, and is thus tolerable.
7.3 CALIBRATION
To make absolute measurements a calibration scheme
as shown in Fig.7.1 is used. Calibration is accomplished
by switching the input of the radiotelescope from the
antenna to two calibration loads, one at ambient temperature
and another a t a higher temperature. A noise generator (Fig.7.2)
R & S Type SKTU that comprises a diode working under
saturation condition from 1 to 1000 MHz is used to produce
noise power corresponding to the load at high temperature.
With this, the noise temperature of the antenna can be
measured. By comparing the receiver output reading when the beam
is not pointing at the Sun to the readings corresponding to
the two loads at T and T2, Tna can be found by




where ro,r1 and r2 are the corresponding readings due to
background sky and T1 and T2. Fig. 7.3 is the calibration
of the receiver using the noise generator. The receiver here






Fig. 7,1a Scheme of Calibration
S switches for every 20 mins. from
antenna to T2 and T1 lusting 2 mins.
at each point of contact or it can
be fixed at point 1, if desired, for
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.Fig. 7.3 Calibration of Receiver
7.4 SYSTE 1 PERFORi4ANCE AND EVALUATION
To make a first estimation of the system's per. formanc-e
it is necessary to have some knowledge on the noise
temperature of the system, Tsn. The noise temperature of
the receiving system, Tn is calculated from Eq. 7.2, in
which the relevant parameters are listed in Table 7.1.
Theoretical noise temperature due to the Sun at a wavelength
of 1 meter is obtained from Eq. 7.1 by assuming an effective
antenna aperture of 5.35 m2 and a mean brightness temperature
of the thermal Sun to be 9x105 °Ir 25 The assumption of
the Quiet Sun's level is based on a visible solar angle of
20.22 deg2(6.82x10 brad ). The corresponding flux density
is about 1 .69x10_`1 Wvm-2Hz -1/# The calculation of Tao is
shown in Table 7a2-
Table 7,1















































( T)min 13.1 K
13.5 K
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The value of Tna given in Table 7.1 is estimated
from available data on radio noise. It is chiefly composed
of two components: man-made noise and galactic background
noise. For a half-wave dipole antenna, an average of
received noise level of 4.3 °K from the galactic background
is expected at 300 MHz. The noise contribution from the
galactic center may reach 13 dB above the averaged level.
Man-made noise of 7.3 °K measured with a short antenna in
a quiet area is typical.26 If these values are taken as
estimations for our antenna array, the expected value of
Tna is obtained simply by a multiplication factor of 32
of the summed noise received by a single dipole.
Also, in Table 7.1, Gal and G a2 are the gains of
two preamplifiers in cascade, and Fal and Fat are their
respective noise figures. By assuming B= 2MHz and t= 10
seconds in Eq. 7.5, and using Table 7.1, the system can
thus be evaluated in terms of the minimum detectable
temperature. It is listed in Table 7.3. For the detection
of solar radio emission which is known to be the strongest
among all other sources, this sensitivity is sufficient for
that purpose. This is seen from the ratio of Tao to the
minimum detectable temperature, which is about 14 dB for
the quiet.Sun. It should be pointed out that the evaluation
was carried out under the assumption that the effect of
mismatch losses can be neglected. This is believed to be
so since the worst VSWR of the dipoles is 1.07 and that of
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the adders is 1.1. If these losses together with the
ohmic loss of the dipoles and attenuation loss of the
interconnecting cables of the antenna are taken into
account, then this optimistic value of 14 dB will be
lowered. Nevertheless, the actual value is still within
a range possible for a sensible detection, as will be
justified from observational results to be discussed in





The system was assembled on the rooftop of the
Science Center of the University, along an east-west base-
line, To eliminate environmental and ground effects on
antenna characteristics, the array of 32 dipole elements
was erected at a height of about 5 wavelengths above the
rooftop. They were connected in 5 tiers (25=32) with equal
lengths of low-loss cables through 32 hybrid power combiners.
The combined output was fed, after passing through a high
gain preamplifier, to an UHF receiver whose audio output
was dc-amplified before being monitored by a strip-chart
recorder. These are shown in Plates 1 to 4.
At the present stage, the Sun is scanned only three
times daily, when it passes through the main beams of the
antenna in the direction of the zenith and± 32 away from
the zenith. Typical records and results will be given in









8,2 MEASUREI4ENT OF SOLAR RADIO FLUX AT 1 M WAVELENGTH
8.2.1 Method of Measurement
The measurement of solar flux density is based on the




S = Flux density of the Sun,




The antenna temperature du e to the sun is determined




= Radiometer's output reading
GT= Total receiver gain (including preamplifier gain,
attenuation of cable connecting antenna and preamp.)
=Output readings corresponding respectively to
the instant the antenna is pointing at the source
and at the neighboring sky
90
T1,T2= Equivalent noise temperature of the two
calibration loads, T2> T1
(1(2= Output reading of radiometer with respect
to T1 and T2
8.2.2 Results
Typical solar records are shown in Fig. 8.1. Using
Eq. (8.1)-(8.3) and assuming a theoretical antenna gain
18.3 dB, the signal temperature and its flux density are
found. They are listed in Table 8.1. An average of these
gives T a@ w =105.7 k°,106.5 °K and 108.5 0K for the three
respective directions 32 0 east, 0 0 and 32° west of the zenith.
The corresponding flux density reads 5.45x10- 22, 5.49x10-22
and 5.60x10-22 Wm-2Hz-1.
The background noise level at daytime is typically
shown in Fig. 8.2a. An average of 10 daily means listed
in Table 8.2 gives a value of tna available at the antenna
terminal to be 337 °K, which,when interconnecting cable loss
of 3.8 dB has been taken into account,becomes 402 °K.
The receiver output has a rms fluctuation of 14 °K. The
background night level has a typical mean value of 373 °K,
as shOwmin Fig. 8.2b. Due to man-made noise especially
from poorly-shielded vehicles on minor roads near -by the
University campus and on main roads some 1 km away from the
University, daytime noise is more disturbing to the system
Tna` =Tna,available- (1- 1 t) To) `q t, where i7-t is the
transmission line efficiency and is equal to 0.42.
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performance as the traffic is heavier during daytime than
that during night. If ignition noise spikes like those
shown in Fig. 8.2 are ignored in the process of averaging
the background level, averaged profiles over 10 .independent
observations during periods of signal transit are obtained














































































R:rainy, C:cloudy, S:sunny, F:fine
Table 8.1b















Ta and S measured by third main beam















Daily mean Tna, available at antenna output













































Fig.8.3 Averaged profiles over 10 observations
100
Solar measurements over a considerably long period of several
months showed that bursts were not frequently recorded. This
is due to the relatively short period of observation time
available during the source transit( approximately 7 minutes)
and to the fact that the Sun was in its lowest activity in
the year of observation. Thus, a complete burst event can
not be easily obtained and a definite identification of burst
types is hard to make. Bursts are in general classified in
terms of their spectral characteristics. A mere intensity-
time observation is not sufficient to confirm any identification.
Moreover, noise spires from poorly- shielded vehicles impose
the identification. Occasional observations shov 1 n in Fig. 8. 4
show that two groups of bursts occur. The earlier one
preceded the latter by about 4 to 6 minutes. The life- time
of the forner is about 0. 3 to 10 seconds while that of the
latter is longer, being 30 to 40 seconds. The effective
temperature of each reaches as high as or above 4 x 10 4° K.
It is known that, from previous experiments made by a number
of authors, type- III bursts usually precede bursts of type IV
which last 0. 5 to 3 minutes. A comparison of their results
with those made by us suggests that the event recorded is
likely of the type III- V combination. To make assurance,
















8 . 3 MEASUREMENTOF ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
Antenna characteristicscan be measured by the Sun ' s
thermal emission which is essentially constant at a fixed
wavelength . Since the beamwidth of the antenna is approximately
twice that subtendedby the Sun in the E - 13 plane , the Sun
can be roughly consideredas a point source . By taking
the thermalflux densityto be equal to 1 . 69 x 10 - 21 Wrn - 2 Hz - 1
as found in Section 7 . 4 , the antenna characteristicsu h
as the gain and effective aperture are easily deduced .
8 . 3 . 1 AntennaPower Pattern
From measured solar profiles the half - power beamwidths
and the relative directions of the three antenna beams can
be obtained . Typical results are shown respectively in
Table 8 . 3 and Table 8 . 4 . In Table 8 . 3 , beam directionsare
given with respect to that of the central one at the zenith .
As was shownin Fig . 8 . 3 , the HPBW' s of the 3 beadsare
respectively1 . 05 ° , 092 ° and 1 . 05 ° , with each locatingat
approximately31 ° east , 0 ° , and 31 ° west of the zenith .
A comparisonof the measured to theoretical values is made
in Table8 . 5 .
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Table 8.3
Main beam directions measured from 3 sample days
Bean 2Beam 1MeridianDate Beam 3
Direction DirectionDirectionTransit
0°12h31m30s 30.818/3 30.4°




6 typical iiPBW measurements taken .from 10-day-
observations used in the averaged profile
HPBVI, degMeasurement








8 . 3 . 2 Antenna Gain and EffectiveAperture
Recall that the gain of an antenna is related to the
effective aperture by
( 8 . 4 )
( 8 . 5 )and
Thus , by taking a theoreticalS ® quoted ealier in this
section and a measured average over 30 independent
measurementsof T of 107 0 K , we may find that A = 1 . 7 5 m 2
a 4 eff
and Gan = 13 . 4 + dB . The ratio of the measuredantennagain
to the theoreticalone is 0 . 33 . It should be noted that the
measurementsof Tao , Aeff and Ganare intermediate results
only . This is because factors such as due to mismatch loss
and attenuation of cables connecting the dipole elements
in five stages have not been taken into consideration.
These factors will be discussed and the final results be
obtainedin section8 . 4 .
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8.1+ SUMMARY AND COMPARISON
A solar receiving system at 300 1 Hz was designed,
implemented and put into its first stage of operation for
successful recordings of solar radio emission at that
frequency. A table summarising the measurements pertaining
to the Sun and to the antenna is given (Table 8.5). A
comparison between measurement and theory can also be
made there. The minimum detectable temperature of the
system was estimated at 13.5°K in Chap. 7. This was justified
experimentally by an average of Trms of 14 K as given in
Table 8.2. The pattern of the antenna resembles that of
the one designed. The deviations of antenna measurements
from theory can be explained as follows. For the beamwidth,
the fact that the wall on which the array was mounted does
not lie exactly along an E-W baseline but makes an angle of
16 with it leads to a longer transit path. The convolution
of the actual antenna pattern with the brightness distribution
of the source gives riseto a wider bean width than the actual
one if it is not a point source. This is so for the Sun
since its diameter is about 0.008 radian. This effect can
be evaluated from the measured beamwidth of our antenna.
By approximating the Sun in its quiet state by a uniform
circular disk, and the actual pattern of the antenna by
a circularly symmetric Gaussian function for the special
case of a pencil-beam antenna pattern, Stutzman & Ko 28 have
shown that the ratio of measured HPBW to the actual one
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can be obtained directly from universal curves if the ratio
of the diameter of the source to the measured HPBW is known.
The pattern of our antenna in the plane perpendicular to
the baseline of the array corresponds to that of a single
dipole in the same plane. It is the well-known figure-of-8
pattern with a beam width of 78°. If we assume that the
profile of the radiometer output is due to the transit of the
Sun only, then the fan-beam acts effectively as a pencil-
shaped one and can be assumed circularly symmetric with the
same beam characteristics as that of the vertical plane
pattern perpendicular to the axes of the dipoles. This
argument is reasonable because the Sun is the strongest
source of radio emission among all and its effective
diameter at 1 meter wavelength is less than 0.6° in so
25
far as its thermal component is concerned. From universal
curves then,the measured HPBW is expected to be 1.05 times
that of the actual one.
In addition to the effect of convolution, there are
other sources of beam width widening: the integration time
of the radiometer, nonidentical dipole elements and errors
in interelement spacings. The effect of amplitude and
phase errors on beam width was investigated in Chap. 3 and
was shown to be negligible. Integration time effect is also
negligible since the ratio of the integration time to the
time of transit for the half-power width is very small,
it is 0.04 (a ratio of 10 seconds to about 4 minutes).
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The direction of each antenna beam with respect to the
zenith has a differenceof 3 % when comparedwith the one
calculated. There are a number of reasons for this . One
of these is non - identical cable length and the other may be
due to inaccurate element spacings inherent in antenna assem ' dly .
Measurementerrors in time should also be taken into account
in the deduction of beam directions , in which an average of
4 minutes per degree of solar transit has been assumed .
An average of 30 independent measurementslisted in
Table 8 . 1 a - c gives an intermediateflux density of the quiet
Sun at 1 m to - be 5 . 5 x 10 - 22 Vim - 2 Hz - 1 . It shouldbe pointed
out that the measurementof the flux density suffers from
system noise fluctuation and from spike interference . Since
the accuracyof the system is of the order of 10 % , the
measurementresults should also be limited to this accuracy .
To account for the large difference of the measured and the
theoretical flux density , the effect due to atmosphereis
first investigated. The atmosphereof the Earth has a two -
fold effect on the receptionof radio waves by a ground - based
system : attenuationdue to water vapor , oxygen , rain and cloud
and the ionosphere ; and the refraction due to permittivity
gradient and inhomogenitiesn the atmosphere . At an altitude
of 10 degree , the angle of refraction due to the troposphere
is estimatedat 6 ' 22 " and due to the ionosphericF ' - layer at
3 ' 1 " . The absorptionof this layer at 300 MHz is about
4 x 10 - 3 dB 25 . The noise temperatureof the antennadue to
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atmospheric absorption further gives some insight into the
effect of absorption. The temperature corresponding to
oxygen is about 4
K at the same altitude and to water vapor
is negligible27. These totally contribute to a one-way
attenuation of less than 0.05 dB. Within the limits of
angular resolution of the antenna and. the accuracy of the
receiving equipment, both refraction and absorption effects
are essentially negligible.
The mismatch loss at each tier of power combination,
the attenuation of interconnecting cables and effect of ground
reflection are factors that remain to be discussed. The worst
voltage reflection coefficient of the power combiners is 0.05.
The power available at the final tier is (1-0.052)5 = 0.988,
which is equivalent to a loss of 0.05 dB. The length of
connecting cables of the five tiers are respectively 3, 4, 4,
8 and 16 meters. For a cable attenuation of 0.1038 dB per meter
the total attenuation is 3.8 dB. Ground reflection was previously
mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Taking antenna height (k.9m) into
account, the effect at broadside and at grating directions can
be calculated to be -0.38 dB and +0.87 dB respectively, when
compared with the direct transmission. Considering all these
effects, we find the actual averaged flux density to be about
1.2 x 10-21 Wm-2Hz-1 and inferred Tao 235.8 K, From Eqs. 8.4
and 8.5, Aeff= 3.9 m2 and Gan= 16.8 dB. The ratio of the
inferred antenna gain to the theoretical one then becomes 0.72.
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So far , the determinationof solar flux density is
made without taking into account the difference in angular
dependencyof the Sun and the antenna power pattern . The
equationused in our computationof S . , viz . , Eq . ( 8 . 1 ) is
valid only when the antenna beamwidth is very large compared
with the source ' s angular extent . In case this is not true ,
a correction factor should be introduced . Since our antenna
has a beamwidthof 0 . 83 ° which is comparablewith the Sun ' s
angular diameter, 0 . 53 ° , this kind of effect may be significant
in the computation. To see if it is so , the correctionfactor
29
K should be calculated from
( 8 6 )
where K
source
Solid angle of the Sun
Antenna power pattern normalized to the maximum
response
To compute K , it is necessaryto know the antenna
pattern for the region of the main beam and its immediate
vicinity . Consider the case when the beam is pointing at the
source and assume that the source is a circular disk with an
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angular diameter W, having a uniform brightness temperature
across the disk. By describing the bean by a mathematical
2
function e -(a®)2, where a is a constant, we readily calculate




where x= (In 2), (W HPBW)2
At the direction of the zenith, W/HPBW= 0.64 and
K= 1.15; at the direction of the grating lobes, VV/HPBW= 0.54
and K= 1 x,10. Taking K into account, the results are modified
and listed in Table 8.6. The corresponding quantities for
K =1 are also listed for comparison.
Thus, based on an antenna radiation efficiency of 1,
the solar flux density at its quiet state is measured at about
4IT
1 .4 x10-21 Vim-2Hz-1. The disk temperature T$= Tao K
Dszo
is found at 0.72x10 'K. Previous measurements`' have shown
that at 50 cm wavelength, TB= 3x105 0K at 75 cm, T= 8x105 °K
B B
and at 1.5 m, T= B 106 oK. Our measured result at 1 m is
comparable to these values and consistent with that expected
from the quiet Sun's brightness spectrum, which is 9x1 05 OK
as given in Section 7.4. By taking this theoretical quantity




Measurement and Theoretical Results
Averaged TheoryParameter
measurement









30.8°0°30 ,7° 31.8°, 0°31,8°3 Beams)
Intermediate results only, interconnecting cable attenuation,
antenna convolution and ground reflections etc. have not yet
been taken into account.
Table 8.6
Final Results
K factor takenK = 1Parameter
into account
Wm-2 HZ-1Wm-2 Hz-1 1.36x10-211.22x10-21So
OKOK 7.2 x10 56.4 x10 5
TB






Existing radiotelescopes are multifarious. It is
hard to make an exhaustive and direct comparison between
them and our radiotelescope. The design and implementation
of each depend on the problem for which it is to be used
and the range of operating frequency. In general, parabolic
reflector antennas are used when a wide frequency band is
required. The lower frequency limit is set by the frequency
at which the antenna gain is greatly reduced and the upper
limit is set by the frequency beyond which performance is
highly deteriorated due to imperfections of reflector surface.
It is generally accepted that the angular resolution of a
parabolic dish is directly related to and its cost increases
exponentially with its aperture. To make the most economical
choice in some radiotelescope designs we prefer array-type
antennas to the parabolic dish because the gain and resolution
of the former are independent.
There are a number of existing multi-element arrays
most of which are made up of dishes. There are also cases
in wtjich dipole elements are used. However, to achieve the
same resolution as the dish-type array, the number of dipole
elements required is very large and may be several orders of
magnitude larger then the corresponding number of dishes.
One example of this is the Sydney's cross-type radiotelescope
made up of 500 half-wavelength dipoles in each array forming
the cross. 30 The beam is pencil-shaped and has a HPBW of
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49 ' , which is a little bit better than the E - W resolution
of our antenna ( 50 ' ) , However, the implementationof the
telescope is rather different . The dipoles are coupled to
the feedline through capacity probes , which means that
the effect of cross coupling cannot be avoided . This is
especially so when the beam is steered by changing the
points at which the dipoles are coupled . The change in
element current distribution due to probe discontinuities
and to change in radiation resistance of the element is
obvious . In fact , this accounts for the low efficiency
inherentin the system ( 50 % ) - so that the unwantedeffects
can be reduced . Coupling in our antenna is not as important
as that . This can be seen in two ways . In one , the coupling
between the summing ports of each power combiner is kept
well below 20 dB , as found in the performancetest of the
device discussedin Chapter 5 . In the other , the coupling
between elements in the array is tolerable . One way to
visualize this is to find the change in impedanceof each
element when all others are simultaneouslyexcited . This
is the so - called active impedance. By using an element- to -
element approach this effect can be investigated, 14 with
available data on mutual impedance of 2 elements separating
at a certain spacing . The active impedancesof the central
and the side - elementsare calculated, for both cases of
broadsidedirection and 30 ° steer from the zenith . The
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results show that changes in VSWVR' s of the elements are
tolerable (=1.2). It is found that the lossy cables
interconnecting the elements act essentially as series
paddings to flatten the VSWR 1 s seen towards the elements
through the cables, giving rise to the tolerated limit.
A further comparison in receiver gain fluations suggests
that our system is more stable than that of Sydney, because
the percentage change in total gain of the latter is 3%
versus 0,5% in our case.
It is interesting to compare our antenna with a
paraboloid built in Peking.51 for the same purpose of
solar study. The paraboloid is a 2-rn dish operating at
a wavelength of 3.2 cm. The comparison suggests that
there are several distinct points achieved in our design.
They are better angular resolution, larger effective aperture
and higher radiation efficiency (0.8 :0.6) for the same
order of sensitivity in our favour.
A set of parameters for the above-mentioned comparison
is listed in Table 8e7 we also include several rmulti-element
designs with improved resolution and sensitivity and, of
course, with larger amount of cost. To end up, with a limited
availability of fund and flat area as well as man power( the
whole system is assembled by the author from the very beginning
of mechanical construction to the final electronic build-up),
the performance of our radiotelescope is comparable with,
and at certain situations, superior to several existing
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radiotelescopes. It is because some radiotelescopes are
designed for sky mapping which demands high resolution and
great sensitivity, as those given in Table 8.7, a direct
comparison of these with our radiotelescope is hard to
made on a single basis.
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Table 8 . 7 Parameters of Existing Radiotelescopes
A , cm AntennaLocation Sensitivity
Type wm- 2 Hz- 1Beam Aeff' m 2
Size
50' x 78°
100 50 ' x 78CUHK 32 - element 4 . 3 9 x 10 - 23
A / 2 - dipole
array




4 x 10 - 23Peking 31
3 . 2 1 2 - m dish 1. 7°x1 . 7° 1 . 1
2 ' x 2 . 5 °SydneyB 32 21 2 x 10 - 2332 - element 685
5 . 8 - m - dish
array
0 4 x 10 - 234 . 5 ' x 4 ° 8Nogoya33 8 - element7 , 5
1 . 5 - m - dish
array
1 x 10- 25Nancay 34 177 3 . 8 ' x 20°32 - element 640




SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
9.1 ON THE STUDY OF THE SUN
Wide spectral observations are necessary if one wants
to obtain a detailed examination of the radio emission of the
Sun. The identification of solar radio bursts is usually
made on the basis of their spectral characteristics. These
observations are thus helpful to the study of bursts. instead
of receiving solar radio emission at a single frequency, it
thus seems necessary to modify our present system so that it
can be suitable for study in this mode. The range of operating
frequencies that can be extended is determined by the
bandwidth of our system. Based on standing cave ratios
less than 1.2, the bandwidth of the antenna is about 15 MHz,
of the power combiner 30 MHz, and of the phase shifter 8 MHz.
The 3-dB bandwidth of the 2-stage preamplifier is 4.8 MHz and
that of the receiver is 2 MHz. The bandwidths of the latter
two sections can be increased by re-designing the tuning
circuit of each, so that the system can work satisfactorily
over a band of about. 8 MHz and be modified into a spectro-
graphic mode valuable to observations both as a function of
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time and frequency. Nevertheless, the bandwidth of 8 MHz
is definitely too narrow to allow for a significant spectral
observation. Moreover, rapidly-varying components can not
be studied in detail. This is because the inherent nature
of our antenna which has too wide a beam in both dimensions
to allow for such study. In order to measure the location
of bursts, we can modify our present system so that it
can be operated as an interferometer. This can be done by
splitting the original antenna into two, each containing
half the number of total elements and using two identical
receivers tuned at the same frequency.
By incorporating progressive phase shifters into the
present system, daily records of solar flux at 1 m wavelength
can be made. Since the antenna has a one-dimensional HPBW
of about twice the angular extent subtended by the Sun,
beam steering can be made at regular time intervals. The
transit of the Sun along the E-W direction is about 1/40 per
minute and the HPBW is about 10, it is sufficient to steer
the beam at an interval of 2 minutes.
The symmetry of the antenna pattern with respect to
the horizontal plane introduces more noise into the system
due to another 3 beams pointing towards the ground. Moreover,
ground reflection effect is not negligible, as evaluated
previoulsy. To eliminate these effects, a grounded-mesh
extending somewhat 60 m along the antenna baseline is
suggested. This mesh has an advantage of increasing the
gain of the antenna too.
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9.2 APPLICATIONS
In addition to studying intriguing radio emission of
the Sun at metric wavelengths, it is possible that by
obtaining the level of solar activity, either on a long term
or a. short term basis, and correlating it with atmospheric
parameters of the Earth, the latter quantities may be
derived. Also, by careful study of the sporadic radio
emission of different types and correlating them with certain
solar events and geophysical phenomena, it is possible to
obtain an indicator of such phenomena based on radio observations.
Certain burst types are in fact known to be correlated with
solar flares that are often associated with geophysical effects
and other types are good indicators of solar x-ray emission
which is responsible for the formation of the ionosphere.
Thus, further radio investigations may help in gaining
information on the Earth's atmosphere valuable to weather
prediction as well as in giving warnings of solar events
harmful to communications in local areas.35'36
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